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Ride Sharing  
 
Although CMC has developed backpacking and hiking protocols following Colorado's protocols, 
CMC does not have jurisdiction for ride sharing to trailheads.  So, the following suggestions for ride 
sharing have been developed based on Colorado's protocols for Commercial Operators.  These 
are suggestions; BPX leaders may elect to utilize other ride share protocols and BPX trip 
participants should feel free to contact their trip leader and ask what practices will be in place when 
traveling to and from a trailhead, campground, or initial activity site and during the activity. 
 
PRE-TRIP 
1. No member should participate on any trip if they have knowingly been exposed to Covid-

19 or experienced CV19 symptoms within the past 14 days,  or have traveled by aircraft or 
commercial cruise line within the past 14 days 

2. Trips to be limited to six participants with ride sharing limited to two occupants per vehicle 
3.  Vehicle occupants agree whether to wear cloth masks or not, carry and use hand sanitizer; 
agree upon passenger seating location whether in front seat or in backseat diagonally from 
driver 
 
DURING DRIVE 
1. Drivers should disinfect vehicle’s common touch points before and after each use of 

vehicle 
2. Loading and Unloading Gear - Handle only your own gear unless vehicle occupants have   
adopted  "pod status" * 
3. Use the vehicle’s cabin air intake mode rather than "recirculate” mode 
4. Driver and occupant can crack their windows to draw their own breath out their window 
5. Do not enter or use public places unless necessary; if public locations cannot be avoided 
use of disinfectant after touching any surface exposed to the public is recommended 
6.  Minimize gas stops and follow procedures set out above in #5 
 
IN CAMP/ON TRAIL 
 
1. Handle only own gear unless gloves are worn, or you have elected "pod status" 

 
POST TRIP 
 
1.  Notify leader immediately should you develop any CV19 symptoms or be diagnosed with 
CV19 
 
 
*"Same pod" implies a small band of members who travel together frequently, who have accepted each member into 
the pod after vetting each other for low-risk personal and household profiles; "same pod" members may relax 
protocols to their own standards with each other as long as they don't add risks to other participant 


